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“Extraterritorial Sovereignties: English State Agents in Early Modern Europe” (book monograph)
AMS Monograph Series. The AMS publishes a broad spectrum of monographs, from mathematical classics to the latest cutting edge research. Research Monographs. AMS Chelsea Publishing. Some of the most important once out-of-print classics now available to new generations of mathematicians and graduate students. Colloquium Publications. Incomparable works, turn of the century to the present, that provide definitive treatments of some of mathematics™ most significant results. Mathematical Surveys and Monographs. Shop from the world's largest selection and best deals for Books Monograph Books. Shop with confidence on eBay! Non-Fiction “Books, Comics & Magazines All Categories Antiques Art Baby Books, Comics & Magazines Online shopping for Books from a great selection of Artists’ Books, Monographs, Essays & more at everyday low prices. Select the department you want to search in. All Departments Audible Books & Originals Alexa Skills Amazon Monograph - Science topic. Work that is any publication that is not a serial or integrating resource. In cataloging usage, It is usually on a single subject or related subjects and is complete in itself, whether constructed of chapters, sections, or parts. While any article encountered in indexing journals can be, strictly speaking, a monograph, as a publication type, a monograph will refer to a cataloging item. Questions (54). Publications (24,936).